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No. 905 
QUAm1TATIVE EFFECTS OF A COUNT RATE DEPENDENr WIENER 
F1L TER ON IMAGE QUALITY: A BASAL GANGLIA PHANTOM STUDy 
SIMULATING [1.1231 DYNAMIC SPECfIMAGlNG. lLl...Kim. 1.5. Karp. H.F. 
Kung, P.O. Mozley. University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. PA. 

The quality of the images LIlat can be obtained wiLb [1.123J 13beled SPECf 
ligands Clll be limited by finite detector resolution. septal penctr.ltion. scatter. and 
poor counting Statistics. A Wiener {lrefiiler can dramaLicaily enhance the inuge 
conttaSL This study com~d the effects of a count dependent Wiener pre·filter 
wilb the sundard filtered baclc projection (FDP) 00 lhe image quantilaoon. 

Using a triple he3ded SPEer system equipped willi a set of low-cncrgy high· 
resolution f;m-beam collimators, a cytimlrical phantom (19.5 x 19.0cm) containing 
two smal l vials (1.4 x 4.5 em) representing the basal ganglia was imaged witb \he 
l>;unc acquisition parameters that are used in a typical dyn;unic stully oC brain 
receptors in humans. Different concentr:l.tions of {I-123} between basal ganglia 
(DG) and background (DKGD) were filled to s imuLate me (I-123} dyn:unic SPECf 
iIlUging. When the Wiener prefilter was applied. me modulatioD transfcr function 
(M1'F) was com['luled from me measurerl line source response function obtained 
with an {I-t 231Iine source placed al the center of anomer watCJ' fill ed cylinder 
(22.0 x 22.0 em). The planar acquisition parameters for the line source were 
iucnticaJ to lite ones thai were used to obl."Un the dynamic SPECf im:lges of the 
DO phantom. except that a 256 x 256 matrix W1lS used to measure the line source. 
The MIT- contains degraded frequency components due to the finite detector 
resolution. .septal penctr:ltion. and scalter. The Wiener prefilter improved Lhe image 
eonceDtmtion ratio more !han the standard FDP did for most of lhe different 
conceDtrntion ratios between the DG vials and 8KGD activity in the larger 
cylinder. For example, when the true concentration ratio was 8.7. the 80·to
BKGD concentr.1uon rntio on the Wiener pre.mtered image was 4.4. The 
conccntr.ltion ratio on the standard Buucrwonh FBP image was only 3.4. The 
difference between the two tecbniques increlued as the true conccntmtioD muo 
increa..o;ed. 

These results indicate tIlal me Wiener prefilter paniaUy corrects for partial 
voluming. septal penctr:l.lion. and scalier in tbe presence of realistic st.1tistical 
nnise. Althougb it still underestimaIts the true BG-Io-BKGD ratio by >50%. the 
Wiener prefil ter provides beller qu:ulIitative SPECf receptor images in the 
hUJ1Wl brain than StantJartl FBr. 

No. 906 
DEVELOPMENT OF AND INITIAL RESULTS FROM A Xc-133 
rCB F SYSTEM US ING A TIl.IPLE·HEADED SPEer CAMERA. 
P Snwnodo R. W. Walker. S. Barsamian, B.D. Kline, C.B. Lim. C. 
Fant:l.nas. W. J. MacIntyre .... G.B. Saha"' . R.T. Go·, M.E D'Souza", 
l R. Prince", 1.1. Pahlo and E.W. Allen'. Trionix Research Laboratory. 
Twinsburg, OH; ·Clevelilnd Clinic Foundation. Cleveland. OH and 
'University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center. Oklahoma City. OK. 

A system wi th 3. triple· headed SPECf camera (Trianix TRIAD) was 
developed to allow total·yolume quantitative measurements of regional 
cerebral blocxi flow (rCBF in ml/lOO g.lmin) with Xe-133 inhalation. 

An reBF interface was designed. to integrate the SPEC£' camera, a 
Xc-D] delivery system and an external gamma probe. The interface 
communicates directly with the host computer and synchronizes its 
operation with the camera. The gamma probe is used to record a lung 
time· ac tivity curve at a sampling rate of 10 Hz. Automated delivery of 
Xe-133 is achieved through a remote<ontrolled self·contained deliver; 
system. 20 mCi/L of Xe-133 was used in initia l trials on healthy 
volunteers. Oxygen level was maintained at 21%. A custom·designed 
mouthpiece minimized the distance from COR to collimators to 132 mm. 
2-min wash-in and 4.5-min wash-out studies were acquired at 10 
secll20' scans. Acquisition matrix was 64 X 64 (7.12 mm pixel size) 
:lnd energy-window was centered at 8 1 keY with 20% width. High
sensitivity parallel· hole collimators were used. System sensitivity is 337 
cpm/IlCi and spatial resolution is 9.5 mm FWHM at 100 mm with 
Tc-99m. Br.rin data are time·integrated and 2-dimensionally filtered prior 
to reconstruction. Lung data are ftltered (Hamming, 0.1 Hz cut·oft) and 
time-shifted ~rior 10 deconvolution process. The processing algorithm is 
based on the method described by Celcis et al. (J Comput Assist 
Tomogr 1981:5:641-645) with some modifications. 

Initial results show rCB F maps of the volunteers' entire br.Lin volu me 
in rr::msaxial, coronal and sagittal planes. Basal ganglia were clearly 
demonstr.l.led. rCBF values r:lnged 18-30 m1/100 glmin in whi te matter 
and 42-72 ml/l OO glmi n in gray matter using a xenon brain:blood 
panition coeffic ient of 0.85. 
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TilE VIEW FROM THE TOP: WHAT'S IT WORTH? W.L. Ro"ers, N.H. 

CliUlhorne,~D. Chien . Y. Zhang, L. Hua, M. Usmant and A.a. Herot . 
The Division of Nuclear Med icine and Bioensineering Program. fElectrical En. 
gineeri ng and Compu ter Science. The University of Michigan , Ann Arbor, MI. 

A simultaneously acqui red \'er~x view of the brain may be used to augment 
a ~ landard SPECT data set and can be readily incorpora~d into a volume 
reconsltuction algorithm. One can expect at lea.n a 25% .sensitivity increase 
compared to a 21" tomographic syst.em with parallel slice collimation. One migln 
also expect to reduc.e angular sampling requirements and improve the effecti\'e 
condition of the inverse problem . Such advantages will be offset by vertex view 
counts originating outside the brain. especially from regions un510lpled by the 
SPECT sy5tem. 

We have examined a small tomographic imaging system with and without 
vertex data by singular value decomp05ition. The cylindrical object space con. 
sists of up to 3 planes 16 pixels in diameter. Plane three contains the sum of all 
act ivity seen by the vettex detector not viewed by the tomographic system . The 
complete system response matrix. which includes attenuation. is composed of 
submatrices desc ribing a ring detector system with a rotating slit aperture and 
parallel slice coll imation and a vertex detector with parallel hole collimation. 

The singular value spectrum fo r the ring system alone is a smooth curve 
dropping rapidly over the firs t 30 si ngular values then slowly to the cut off 
imposed by the circular field of view. Adding the vertex view causes a scale 
change rell\led to the increased sensitivity and introduces a pronounced plateau 
followed by a sudden drop at a point corresponding to the dimension of the 
vertex projection image. The vertex image of tbe singular funct ioDs liu~ed 
from the end of the plateau to the end of the spectrum is essentially zero. This 
suggesl.S that these singular vectors correspond to the null space of the vertex 
view. The condition changes from 13.4 to 24.7 when the vertex view is included. 
because the singular functi on corresponding to the ImalJest singular value is in 
the null space of tbe vertex view . 

Adding a vertex view causes tw~ and threefold inereases in si ngular values 
over a limited range of the spectrum and a corresponding decrease in the system 
cond ition. The effect of these differences on image bias and variance must be 
determined by simulation and a study of lower bounds. 

No. 908 
A NON-UNIFORM ATTENU ATION CORRECTION FOR 
QUANrIT ATIVE TIlORAX SPEer BASED ON LUNG EMISSION. 
T G Turking[Qn, R.J . Jaszczak.. D.R. Gilland, R.E. Coleman. 
Duke University Medical Center. Durham. NC 

We have developed a method ror non-unirorm attenuation 
correction in the thorax ror lung perfusion studies which may apply to 
other thorax studies where quantitation is desired. In this method. we 
define the lungs and outer contour rrom preliminary reconstructions. 
make a non-unironn attenuation map based on these features, and 
reconstruct again with corrections. To test the method. we used an 
elliptical thorax phantom with a Teflon spine and realistically-shaped 
lung inserts filled with Styroroam beads and water LO approximate lung 
density. We put 1 mCi Tc-99m in the lung water (O.64 IlCilml). and an 
addition.a.l40 IlCi in a 21 ml sphere in the heart region. Non·radioactive 
water filled the rest of the phantom. The phantom was scanned for 30 
minutes on a three-headed SPECT system. using a 20% photopeak 
window and a lower 35% scatter window. The photopeak projections 
were reconstructed with filtered backprojection, and the lung regions 
were defmed for all slices with a 50% threshold. TIle outer contour was 
detennined rrom the scatter data. The three-dimensional attenuation map 
was based on the outer contour and the measured lung locations. using 
1l=O.lSlcm outside and 1l=O.0511cm inside the lungs. The data were 
reconstructed again. with scatter subtraction (k=.5) and single·iteration 
Chang attenuation correction (I). Additional reconstructions were done 
with uniform correction (m and no attenuation correction (m ) for 
comparison. Activity measured in the sp here was 451lCi (+13%). 60 
IlCi (+50%). and 6.7 IlCi (-83%) ror methods I, II. and m. and lung 
measurements averaged over 17 ROI' s were 0.58 Ilei/ml (-9%), 1.09 
~CUml (+70%). and .22 ~CUml (-66%). respectively. The uniformity 
throughout the lungs was also best for method I (5% s.d. over 17 
locations). Im proved quantitation resulted from the proposed correction 
method. and it may serve as an alternative to transmission scanning in 
lung perfusion or ventilation studies. or other thOIilX imaging wherein a 
preliminary perfusion or ventilation scan is done to locate the lungs. 
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